
Big Picture 

Help students stay in the flow of learning 

while making progress with the treasure 

hunt. 

Week Three Objectives 

1. Continue to make progress with 
personal learning goals. 

2. Learn how to use a compass. 

3. Find treasure clues. 

TEAM MEETING 

WEEK THREE  

Welcome. Were there any breakthroughs with the treasure hunt this week? Are there any new theories about 

the mysterious disappearance of Tate Grayson? What are some of the favorite academic electives, and do the 

students feel that they’re making progress? 

 

Kick Off 

Academic Challenges. Students should be comfortable completing academic work at this point. Work together to 

try to make each learning experience memorable and exciting.  

 

Bonus Challenge. This is the week students will use a compass You can use the version we sent you, or follow the 

link on the Bonus Challenge page for a downloadable version. Follow the online directions to complete the chal-

lenge, then visit the Brain Chase blog for additional orienteering ideas and activities. 

 

Treasure Hunt. Appoint a discussion leader and note taker. The leader should: What clues did everyone find? 

How do they fit together with other clues that we’ve seen? What might it all mean? Where should our first guess 

be for this week? Finalize your choice as a team and then make your guess. 

Activity 1 

Suggested time: 30 minutes 

Suggested time: 180 minutes 

Activity 2 

Suggested time: 90 minutes 

Treasure Hunt. Review the second video from Week Two and the first video from Week Three together. Can you 

find several clues in each video? Do you see any patterns or related clues? Where will today’s guess be? Devise a 

guessing strategy for the upcoming week. 

 

Activity 3 

Suggested time: 60 minutes 

Preparation 

 Familiarize yourself with a compass and 
basic orienteering techniques. 

 Art Supply List: Magazines, any other collage 
materials (anything from nature, string, fab-
ric, etc.), scissors, glue (any kind is fine), a 
poster or piece of paper for the collage 

Other Tips 

 Remember to encourage your team to 
attend meetings consistently and to work 
together to find the treasure. 

 Have technical or program questions? Reach 
out to the Brain Chase team at                  
info@brainchase.com 


